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(Third edition) by Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig. The leading textbook in Artificial Intelligence. Used in over
1300 universities in over 110 countries. The 22nd most cited. computer science publication on Citeseer (and
4th most cited publication of this century).
Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach
This is a very fine book for analytical courses. It's different than the others in that it emphasizes sampling,
optimizing methods, analyzing & validating data, handling interferents, stats, experimental design, calibration
and QA.
Modern Analytical Chemistry 1st Edition - amazon.com
The following is a list of people who are considered a "father" or "mother" (or "founding father" or "founding
mother") of a scientific field.Such people are generally regarded to have made the first significant
contributions to and/or delineation of that field; they may also be seen as "a" rather than "the" father or
mother of the field.Debate over who merits the title can be perennial.
List of people considered father or mother of a scientific
In chemistry, resonance or mesomerism is a way of describing delocalized electrons within certain molecules
or polyatomic ions where the bonding cannot be expressed by one single Lewis structure.A molecule or ion
with such delocalized electrons is represented by several contributing structures (or forms) (also variously
known as resonance structures (or forms), canonical structures, or, in ...
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